Human-supervision in multi-agent teams is a critical requirement to ensure that the decision-maker's risk preferences are utilized to assign tasks to robots. In stressful complex missions that pose risk to human health and life, such as humanitarian-assistance and disaster-relief missions, human mistakes or delays in tasking robots can adversely affect the mission. To assist human decision making in such missions, we present an alert-generation framework capable of detecting various modes of potential failure or performance degradation. We demonstrate that our framework, based on state machine simulation and formal methods, offers probabilistic modeling to estimate the likelihood of unfavorable events. We introduce smart simulation that offers a computationallyefficient way of detecting low-probability situations compared to standard Monte-Carlo simulations. Moreover, for certain class of problems, our inference-based method can provide guarantees on correctly detecting task failures.
Introduction
With the advancement of robotic systems and artificial intelligence, there is a growing interest in more-intelligent, multi-agent teams working collaboratively to accomplish missions. These teams show especially great promise in dull, dirty, and dangerous applications, such as military operations and humanitarian-assistance and disasterrelief (HA/DR) efforts (Gregory et al. 2016) . Despite the widespread use and ever-increasing capabilities of robotic systems, researchers anticipate that human team members will continue to be necessary -and not be replaced by technology -because of various advantages, including diverse expertise, adaptive decision-making, and the potential for synergy (DeCostanza et al. 2018 ). More importantly, HA/DR missions involve tasks with literal life-or-death consequences and so human-in-the-loop operations are mandatory to ensure proper management of resources and critical decision-making authority. Because multi-agent systems will require extensive collaboration, it is imperative that systems be developed with both the strengths and weaknesses of humans in mind, just as researchers and engineers design for the robotic agent. The disaster response system Copyright c 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. needs to integrate humans, robots, and the software agents for effective response to emergency situations (Ramchurn et al. 2016) . Connecting human language (Chai et al. 2016 ), adapting to human intents (Levine and Williams 2014), and co-development of joint strategies (Ramakrishnan, Zhang, and Shah 2017) can assist successful human-robot teaming.
It is well-understood that the relevant missions in the context of HA/DR are extremely complex (Murphy 2014) . Due to the size and unstructured characteristics of the operational environment, restrictive communication limitations, and the constant threat of system and task-level failure, there is a large amount of uncertainty in the availability and efficiency of agents The dynamic conditions introduced by the environment lead to intermittent data flow and require that the agents, including the humans, constantly adapt using the currently-available information. Humans are specifically prone to making mistakes and must overcome cognitivelyand emotionally-fatiguing situations in the stressful situations of HA/DR missions (Murphy 2004) . This can lead to the issuing of erroneous, slow-paced, or ill-advised commands. In an effort to prevent dangerous scenarios and the catastrophic degradation of performance, the team must be resilient to these various challenges, and the accompanying contingencies (Shriyam and Gupta 2018) , by minimizing the impact of human-made errors.
Alerts provide an efficient and effective way for enabling and improving resiliency because they offer a means to prevent human-introduced mistakes and expedite decisionmaking. Already, alert systems have been deployed in a number of technologies for every-day tasks, like blind spot detection or lane departure warning systems for drivers to prevent vehicular accidents. An intelligent alert system can also provide tremendous benefit to human-robot teams operating in time-sensitive, safety-critical scenarios. This is because an alert system can assist the team with the required decision-making that is inherently challenging, taxing, and severely-consequential. Already, researchers have investigated the human factor concerns associated with supervisory control of multi-robot systems (Wong and Seet 2017) , (Sherwood 2018) , (Chien et al. 2018) and there exists several different alert-generating architectures and interfaces such as an augmented reality-based solution (Makris et al. 2016) and the various alert systems used by NASA (Mosier et al. 2017 ). There have also been several systems designed specifically for human-robot teams in the HA/DR context, both with (Barnes et al. 2014 ) (Jentsch 2016) and without alert systems (Kruijff et al. 2014) . These alert-generation frameworks are purely reactive, where a notification is provided to the human once an undesirable event has occurred. The most relevant work to date is the predictive conventional interface and predictive virtual reality interface designs (Roldán et al. 2017) . These two interfaces predict the risk and relevance of a robot performing some task. In this work, we also seek a proactive approach to providing alerts; however, our focus is on the generation of alerts for potential dangers or unwanted situations in the mission, as well as, erroneous and inefficient task assignments issued by humans. The Human Factors Analysis Classification System framework, applied for human operators in different applications (Shappell et al. 2007 ), (Diller et al. 2014) , identifies decision errors, perceptual errors, and violations as the triggers to unsafe acts, which have preconditions from environmental, personnel factors, and mental and physical condition of operators. Our alert system is aimed to address all these factors, and improve the performance of human supervisors. A motivating mission scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Building a useful alert system suitable for multi-agent systems requires careful consideration. First, a proper language-based scheme is necessary to facilitate intuitive interaction with the human teammates. Unlike the aforementioned alert systems for every-day tasks, an alert system for multi-agent systems cannot simply rely on sensors and comprehensive observations. Instead, a fieldable alert system requires inference and probabilistic model estimation to account for the inherent uncertainty in mission operations. An alert system must also be flexible to the types of alerts offered, be tailored to the human preferences and mission needs, and generate meaningful alerts in a timely fashion so that agents can take the necessary, corrective actions. In this work, we propose a novel, alert-generation framework that overcomes these challenges to improve resiliency of multi-agent teaming. This work provides two noteworthy contributions. First, we define a formal language and a state machine-based simulation architecture to model the likelihood of salient system states during the execution of a human-commanded mission. Second, we present an inference engine that compares human-specified alert conditions with the probabilistic outcomes of the state machine simulations to produce worthwhile alerts. Using a probabilistic temporal logic framework, we enable the human to specify alert conditions based on their requirements and preferences in an effort to improve the value of the reported alerts. To demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed framework, we provide some example scenarios to be detected as results. They show the detection of unwanted situations based on new information which can be complex for humans to infer by themselves in time-critical missions. We also demonstrate the usefulness of smart simulation which can be useful in detecting low probability events in computationally efficient manner compared to Monte-Carlo simulations.
Overview of Approach Mission Description
We consider a disaster-stricken environment, e.g., a city after an earthquake, flood, or wildfire, as a representative environment for a generic HA/DR mission. The outdoor environment is assumed to be on the order of several square kilometers and comprised of complex, unstructured terrain. A human-supervised team of robots is deployed for exploring affected regions efficiently, collecting important information, and performing certain tasks, according to human preferences. As the team of robots navigate through the environment, there is some nonzero probability of operational failure, which could be a result of spatial factors, such as complex terrain, or stochastic events, such as hardware or software failures. There also are communication challenges because of the large scale operational environment. Limited communications cause substantial delays in humans receiving information from the robots in the field. We encode these typical challenges and characteristics of a generic HA/DR operation in our specific mission in order to present and test our proposed alert generation framework. Thus, any other multi-robot mission, related to HA/DR-relevant application might be reduced to a variation of our defined mission, and our framework can be tailored for any such operation.
In a large-scale environment, usually there are some regions of higher importance which should be given priority in the exploration process. We assume that the humans, typically the first responders, can use their expertise and protocols to identify some areas-of-interest (AoIs), chosen at the beginning of the mission, or dynamically through out based on latest information. We also assume, there are a few, very sparsely located beacons, and robots need to be physically close to them in order to communicate with humans. Each robot carries out several tasks based on its observations and the situation-specific instructions, and then navigates back to a beacon after some time to reconnect with its supervisors.
In our mission, human supervisors at the base station provide instruction-set to each robot in the team, and dispatch them for exploration and data collection. In addition to navigation and exploration, humans can instruct a robot to rendezvous with another robot, or relay new instructions to another robot. Humans can also command a robot to provide assistance to a temporarily-disabled robot in an attempt to make it functional again. Every time humans receive new information from a returning robot, they need to assess the current situation, and make intelligent decisions based on the latest update. Humans might want to re-task the fielded robots, which may be currently out of communications range, in order to avoid unwanted situations and prevent undesirable contingencies. Thus, the human supervisors are under constant pressure to make decisions quickly in order to utilize the robots most effectively. Due to the large size of the environment, humans may only receive updates from each robot after some extended time. Therefore, the robots need to be sufficiently tasked for prolonged periods, and the stochasticity and danger involved in the mission may prompt the humans to give instruction-sets which are incredibly complex. This necessitates a systematic way for humans to command robots, and deployed systems should be equipped to describe a complete instruction-set with adequate complexity.
Language For Commanding Robots
We present a formal language in this section that can decompose the complex, human-provided instructions in a systematic way. First, we define a set of tasks that a robot can execute; these are: explore, navigate, rescue, rendezvous, relay, return, wait. The uncertainties in the mission, and different stochastic phenomena demand several other actions from the robots, in addition to exploration and navigation. In order to improve resiliency in a mission with a high probability of failure, robots need to provide assistance to temporarilydisabled teammates by attempting rescues, as defined in our previous works (Al-Hussaini, Gregory, and Gupta 2018a) , (Al-Hussaini, Gregory, and Gupta 2018b) . This rescue operation has stochastic outcomes, such as successful rescue, failed rescue, and, in the worst case, the rescuer robot also becoming inoperable during the attempt. In order to tackle the challenge of scarce communication in a HA/DR mission, we have included rendezvous and relay tasks. In a collaborative exploration-based mission, it is useful for multiple robots from different regions to meet at pre-scheduled times and locations to exchange information, referred to as rendezvous. The relay task requires a robot to go to a specific region, search for another robot, and relay a specific piece of information to that robot. Here, we have limited the scope of relay tasks to initially clear the other robot's old instructions and then issue a new command-set. Since one of the focuses of this work is to provide alerts for future contingencies, this relay task is particularly helpful. It can be used in sending an available robot to prevent an adverse situation happening to a robot already in the field. Finally, the return and wait tasks correspond to the robot navigating back to within communications range of the human supervisor, or remaining stationary in one location, respectively.
Let R = {R 1 , R 2 , ..., R N } be the set of N robots, deployed in the mission. At any time t, each robot R i has state S Ri , location L Ri , event list E Ri , list of other robot's most recent status updates (location, state) I Ri , and its own state history list StateHist Ri . A robot goes through a series of states in order to perform a particular task. For example, TravelToRend, WaitToRend, Rendezvouzing are the states corresponding to task rendezvous; all having the same argument-list, i.e., robot ID to meet, rendezvous location, and time window. The element StateHist τ Ri gives its state from a time that was τ instances before the current time. A complete list of events should include relevant environmental events as well as some task related events with a robot itself or other teammates. An example event type is rescue attempt, with arguments robots IDs, location, time, and outcome. Every unique event a robot R i learns about is stored in E Ri . In order to create time-based and situation-dependent instructions, humans need to construct different conditional statements which make use of time, the robot's information 
T rue if robot Ri is travelling to rendezvous location
.type = W aitT oRend,
T rue if robot Ri moves to a new task after a rendezvous attempt
T ravelT oResc, T ravelT oRel, T ravelT oRend} 0, otherwise T rue if robot Ri is navigating or travelling to a task location
0, otherwise T rue if robot Ri will never attempt rescue on a robot with ID ∈ J
0, otherwise T rue if robot Ri will never attempt relay on a robot with
Minimum navigation time for Ri from its location Li to location L * Defined in Inference-based Approach Section state at the instance, and model estimation of different parts of the system. For crafting these conditions, we present a compiled list of functions in Table 1 . We use items from this list for the robot's instruction-sets and alert conditions presented in Figure 2 , and Tables 2, 3, respectively. Humans issue complex instruction-sets to the robotics teammates. Each instruction-set is defined as a set of tasks, arguments, event-and temporal-based conditionals. Based on the different outcomes of the stochastic parameters related to the environment, events, and the states of other teammates, a robot may perform various sequences of tasks for the human-provided instructions. The first step is to convert the instructions to a pseudocode format in order to properly identify the if and while statements along with the conditions. All the conditional statements of interest in this work can be expressed mathematically with the functions and variables described in this section. Additionally, we identify proper arguments for each task in the instruction-set. These aid with generating a task transition model for each robot where each transition is dictated by a condition. We provide an illustrative example of language decomposition for a snippet of an instruction-set in Figure 2 .
System Architecture
Our proposed framework is targeted to be used by humans supervising a team of robots in a challenging large-scale mission. The task transition model derived from complex instruction-set is used to model each robot's behavior as a state machine. Whenever any robot returns to a human with new information, they provide state information of other robot teammates encountered in the field. We assume there are some estimated models of different stochastic parameters within the entire system. Using these models, the latest state information, and the state machine models of the robots, forward simulations of the entire system are performed. These simulations are done at appropriately highlevel, in order to perform a large number of simulations quickly and generate immediate alerts. Each simulation run is a collection of parallel, but inter-dependent, state machine simulations for all robots in the field. The results of simulations give probabilistic estimates on feasible outcomes in the mission. Simultaneously, humans define their preferred list of unwanted situations that they feel are important to detect. These contingency conditions are then expressed as mathematical propositions. Our framework provides an inference engine that utilizes the results from the simulations, and finds Truth values for the user-specified alert conditions. If any of these become T rue, the framework shows the corresponding alerts to the humans. This alert can be based on probabilistic estimates from the simulations, or it can provide guarantees on particular situations happening with 100% certainty. The proposed framework is represented in the block diagram in Figure 3 .
Specification of Alert Conditions
We have identified some exemplary alert-triggering scenarios that humans may find useful and relevant to an HA/DR mission. We also outline mathematical expressions of the alert conditions for detection of these situations. We formulate the conditions in a probabilistic temporal logic framework (Konur 2013), using different parameters and functions. Probabilistic temporal logic is a powerful language to mathematically express many kinds of complex conditions. Humans are free to choose different alert conditions from a potential list relevant to each mission, or craft their own conditions based on their preferences. The description of several alert situations are enumerated in this section, and the mathematical expressions relevant to these contingencies are provided. Note, this is not a comprehensive list for a mission, rather we provide some worthwhile examples depicting different types of fundamental expressions and conditions.
In our proposed framework we use Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) (Ouaknine and Worrell 2008) specifications to detect a particular unwanted situation in a single mission outcome. Mission progression ends at some time T end once all of the robots are in returned or disabled states; after that time we can assume the entire system remains constant. Let Ψ be a set of atomic propositions, crafted from the aforementioned items relevant to the mission threads, and the MTL formulae are built from Ψ using Boolean connectives (and ∧, or ∨, not ¬), propositions (T rue) and ⊥ (F alse), and timeconstrained or -unconstrained versions of temporal operators (eventually ♦, always , next , until U). A timeconstrained temporal operator is Γ I , where Γ ∈ {♦, , U}, and time interval I ⊆ (0, ∞), while the unconstrained version is Γ ≡ Γ (0,∞) . If we generate a large number of probable strings of mission threads, representing the different ways the mission can progress, we can compute the fraction of strings that satisfies an MTL formula. This fraction can be taken as the estimated probability which is compared with a threshold value p th in order to detect high or low probability conditions. P ∼p th Φ indicates that the probability of Φ being T rue is ∼ p th , where, ∼∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =}, 0 ≤ p th ≤ 1, and Φ is an MTL formula. For clarity, we provide some examples of MTL formula similar to the ones used in Table 2 , along with their implications in words.
• (♦ (t1,t2) φ) is T rue iff eventually at some time between t 1 and t 2 , φ is T rue • (♦(φ 1 → φ 2 )) is T rue iff eventually at some time φ 1 is T rue and right after that (at the next time instance), φ 2 is T rue .
is T rue iff eventually at some time φ is T rue, and right after that φ 2 remains T rue for next t − 1 time instances. The following items narrate some contingency situations that human supervisors may want to receive alerts for. The Non-zero probability of robot Ri having states S1, S2, S1, S2
(oscillation between states S1, S2) Where, ({S1, S2} ⊂ S) ∧ (S1 = S2) (i) High robability of robot Ri and Rj never being together at the
(ii) High probability of one of the robots Ri, Rj being at scheduled Where, Bi := (
time & location while other one does not
(i) Low probability of robot Ri attempting rescue on Rj at location X (i) P ≤p th [♦ ( CountEventsi(rescue, 2, X, 3, i, 4, j) > 0 )]
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(ii) Non-zero probability of robot Ri attempting rescue on Rj
at location X more than n times 4 High probability of robot Ri navigating through a risky region
High probability of having more than N Y number of robots exploring
5 region Y at once (more than a time duration t'), where
is an upper bound on number of exploring robots for that region (i) High probability of Ri travelling to rendezvous for
(ii) High probability of Ri navigating for more than t time duration towards the next task, after a successful or failed rendezvous detection condition corresponding to each situation and its mathematical expression are provided in Table 2 . How to choose appropriate probability threshold values, in accordance with human preferences on certain situations in a mission, is to be considered for our future work.
Wastage of time due to oscillatory states
Poorly-defined conditionals in an instruction-set can cause a robot to oscillate between two states which might not be intended by the human commander. This may waste a significant amount of time without any progress.
Improbable rendezvous
A pre-scheduled rendezvous between two robots might not happen if humans make mistakes in issuing the commands. It can also be missed if a robot becomes inoperable, or skips the rendezvous to execute a separate branch of tasks due to situations and specifications. In crafting the condition expression, we assume that both robots arriving at the designated location within the scheduled time period is sufficient for a successful rendezvous.
Improbable or redundant rescue attempts
A specific rescue task instructed to a robot may never actually occur due to certain, obstructing events. Another unwanted situation can be where a robot continuously attempts multiple rescues of the same robot, when it is not intended behavior. Incomplete or improper conditional statements tied to the rescue task can be a possible reason for this issue. In a broader sense, redundant rescue might also refer to multiple robots attempting the same rescue.
Navigation through a risky region
If humans receive information about a newly-assessed, risky region they might want to check whether any robot in the field is likely to navigate through that region based on its instructions. Moreover, humans can erroneously assign a robot to a risky region. If humans are notified of this condition in a timely fashion, dangers can be prevented.
Redundant exploration
Every region, based on its characteristics, has an optimal number of robots for achieving fast, collaborative exploration. If there are too many robots exploring a relatively small region together, it may make the exploration process inefficient. We have provided an expression for such conditions in Table 2 . Likewise, redundant exploration may occur when a robot is exploring a region that has already been explored by another robot.
Excessive travel time for rendezvous or rescue
Humans might want to avoid having rendezvous or rescue at a location where a robot needs to navigate for a long time from its previous task or to its next task. We have provided expressions for rendezvous in Table 2 . There can be many other alert conditions that humans may want to detect, such as, risky rescue, long travel-time for an unsuccessful task, etc. Any condition of a person's choice can be mathematically formulated, used for detection of adverse situations, and produce an alert for the humans.
Methods to Detect Alert Conditions
Given the specification of alert conditions, the alert system must identify when an alert condition is expected to hold T rue, and issue an alert to the humans. The alert condition detection can be simulation-or inference-based. Our simulation-based approach issues alerts based on probability estimates from simulations, but it lacks any guarantee. On the other hand, the inference-based approach may not be possible in every situation, but when applicable, it is able to provide a guarantee on certain situation.
Simulation-based Approach We use high-level, discretetime simulations of the mission, where each simulation uses the system model and the latest information. It generates data on a single instantiation that the system could progress throughout the mission, out of infinitely many possibilities. We perform a large number of simulations, and observe what percentage of the simulations have a specific, unwanted situation of occurring. This is considered as the estimated probability of the alert condition to hold true. If this probability meets the thresholding specification set by humans, the interface shows an alert about the possible contingency.
If we consider detection of an extremely low-probability situation, repeated random sampling or Monte-Carlo simulations may become computationally infeasible due to the excessively large number of simulations required. Our smart simulation feature provides a computationally feasible way to detect even these low-probability circumstances. There are often some critical events that prompt the unwanted situation to be detected. Such critical events are identified from the state or task transition conditions, and are artificially triggered during the simulation runs. The probability estimate from these simulations give the conditional probability, and using the probability of the critical event, we estimate the actual probability of the unwanted situation.
Inference-based Approach The estimated probability of alert-triggering situations, calculated from simulations, might produce a poor representation of the real scenario, as the uncertainty and size of the system increases. Also, it is difficult to build an adequate model of the stochastic parameters in the mission. Therefore, we attempt to perform quick inferences using only the non-stochastic parts of the system, (i.e., instruction-sets of the robots, maximum navigation speed) instead of using simulations to detect certain contingencies with significantly-higher confidence. For a complicated mission, it might not be always possible; nevertheless, it can produce useful results in some cases.
Many of the alert conditions that we have presented refer to the probability of certain tasks being completed, i.e., certain states and/or locations that are reached by one or more robots within a time range. If an alert condition can be modeled in this way, and the simulation-based testing shows absolutely zero probability, this inference-based approach can be attempted. This method firstly converts the state transition model of each robot into a directed graph without the transition conditions. Using a graph search algorithm, like Depth First Search (DFS), to conduct reachability tests, and considering some simple Boolean literals, this approach can provide the humans with a much stronger assessment of an alert condition. In fact, in these cases it can guarantee absolute certainty.
It may appear as though confirming reachability for an individual agent may be sufficient in this inference. However, HA/DR missions are actually much more challenging and tasks, such as rescue and relay, can complicate the inference process. Let, the latest information available to humans on each robot R i ∈ R is from a time in the past, t i . Its state, previous state before arriving to the latest state, and location are S i , S prev,i , L i , respectively. We can perform a graph search for each robot R i , and obtain the set of all possible states that R i can reach from any state s. Note, an inoperable robot does not have any reachable state unless it is successfully rescued by another robot, and then it returns back to its previous state. Let, S i represent the set of all reachable states for robot R i , from state S i if it is functional, and from state S prev,i if it is not functional. Let M alive , M dis , M represent the sets of IDs of functional, non-functional, and all robots, respectively. Some instruction-set for a robot may require dynamic assignment of an argument of a certain task, for which the state transition model of the robot's corresponding states might have unknown argument values. For example, the instruction can be "if you see a robot within 20m, rescue it". If this rescue state is s in the state-graph, s.arg 1 will be 'unknown', hence s.arg 1 / ∈ M . It is important to differentiate this unknown argument from known arguments in order to properly assess the probability of rescue or relay operation for a robot. Given all the specifications, we would like to prove whether R i will never reach state S f at location L f by time T f . The conditions to be checked for this purpose are given in Table 3 , using some supporting functions from Table 1 . The first three conditions of Table 3 test for reachability to the final state S f , while the last two check whether it is physically possible for R i to navigate to the destination L f in time T f .
Results
We have tested several alert conditions in our Python-based custom simulator for some mission scenarios that capture the inherent challenge for a human to quickly process a complex inference or dependency while observing only raw data. We then visualize the resulting outcomes using Rviz from the Robot Operating System (ROS). We provide a few examples in this section to illustrate the value of our alert system and to demonstrate the applicability of alert condition detection. An example case shows how the inoperability of one robot decreases a second robot's probability of successful rendezvous by between 0 − 41%, depending upon the time and location of the disabled robot. Without an alert system, it might not be possible for the humans to infer such contingencies under pressure, and would not be able to make intelligent decisions that support resilient operations.
Using Simulation to Issue Alerts
The individual robots as state machines in the simulation are dependent on each other and the environment. While staying within a state, a robot keeps performing some low-level actions, which affect itself and its teammates. At the start of the simulation, each state machine, i.e., robot model, needs to be properly initiated according to latest update. We start simulation from the earliest update time instance among the robots, and forward simulate all of the robots whose statuses are not known for respective time instances.
Is there a non-zero probability of robot R i oscillating between two tasks T 1 and T 2 ? Let robot R i be currently in the field, with the instruction-set described in Figure 2 , except that the commander, forgetfully or otherwise, excluded the conditional phrase, "which has not been helped yet", Table 3 : Inference-Based Alert Conditions: Prove that robot R i can not reach state S f and location L f by time T f
Condition descriptions
Expressions of conditions 1) Ri is functioning, S f is not reachable from its current
state, and no functioning robot will attempt a rescue on ( N everRelay(j, {i}) ∧ N everRescue(j, M dis ) ) )
any disabled robot, and not relay new instruction to Ri 2) Ri is disabled and no functioning robot will attempt any
rescue on any robot who are disabled 3) Ri is disabled, S f is not a reachable state even if Ri is
rescued, and no robot (functioning, or disabled robot after being rescued) will attempt relaying new instruction to Ri 4) Ri is functioning, but its earliest possible arrival time to
earliest possible time based on other robots' times and where, if τ is an array with elements τ j = tj + M inT ravelT (j, Li),
about other inoperable robots to attempt rescues. In this case, if a rescue attempt fails (disabled robot remains disabled after attempted to be rescued), R i will go back to previous task explore (T 1 ), and immediately come back to the same rescue task (T 2 ) again. Repeated failed rescue attempts will keep this cycle going on. Effectively, R i will keep attempting consecutive rescue attempts until R j is revived, and waste a lot of time. A more serious problem may occur if it gets disabled after making multiple failed rescue attempts, in case of a high-risk rescue. So, it might be worthwhile to detect any possibility of such situation so that the instruction can be corrected before robot R i 's deployment. As we described, other robots getting disabled nearby as well as failed rescue attempts are the critical events that can cause this oscillation. These critical conditions are identified from the transition conditions on task transition model of robot R i , between the two corresponding tasks. We perform detection of this situation with Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations and smart simulations, and compare the performances. The probability of critical events are estimated from the mission model. We use this example of low-probability situation to illustrate the value of smart simulations.
20,000 MC simulations give probability of oscillation to be 0.00015. Therefore, it requires at least 14,000 simulations to detect this situation confidently. However, with only 500 simulations using our proposed framework -a reduction in the required number of simulations by a factor of at least 100 -we compute the probability of oscillation to be 0.00013. Thus, smart simulation can provide an efficient way to approximate the estimated probability, and issue alerts.
Using inferences to issue alerts
We use arithmetic operations and graph search algorithms on state transition models to make quick inferences, and issue an alert instantly, when applicable.
Is there a non-zero probability of Robot R i rescuing Robot R j ? Let robot R i be in the field with after given the instruction "Explore AoI-1 and AoI-2 sequentially, and rescue any disabled robot within the exploring AoIs. If event-A happens, move to AoI-3, and explore AoI-3 and AoI-4 sequentially." Humans receive information on robot R j being inoperable in AoI-2, and R i is last known to be exploring AoI-3. We need to analyze whether R j will be attempted to be rescued by R i . From a reachability test, the system may conclude in a moment that rescuing R j in AoI-2 is not a reachable state for R i , given its latest known state. Any other robots, given their latest known states, do not have any relay task among their reachable states, therefore no on-field robot's instruction-set will change. Therefore, it is guaranteed that R i will not rescue R j .
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented an alert generation framework for humansupervised multi-robot teams deployed in challenging applications. We identified several useful warning situations, and have expressed their conditions using Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) specification. Our state machine simulation with an abstract model of the mission is computationallyefficient, which is essential in HA/DR applications for rapid alert generation. More specifically, we probabilistically assessed complex conditions with forward simulations of the system and leveraged smart simulations to ensure a computationally-efficient way of detecting situations that have low probability. We also proposed an inference-based approach to detect some alert conditions with absolute certainty.
In the future, we would like to study the facets on the user end, like natural language processing for extracting the commands to a mathematical framework. We would also like to perform a human study with a well-designed interface, and work on identifying reasonable probability threshold values for the alert conditions by modelling a human user's preference from efficient choice experiments (Louviere et al. 2008) on mission outcomes.
